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Topic

Sensitivity of the Advanced Virgo gravitational wave detector: scattered light im-
pact

Context

Virgo is a gravitational wave detector located close to Pisa in Italy. It is an interfer-
ometer with arms of length 3 km. Since 2007, a tight collaboration has started with
the LIGO scientific collaboration, who maintain two interferometers located in the
United States. Both data analysis and the parameter estimation of the detected
sources of gravitational waves are improved by the synchronisation and sharing of
the data between the two experiments.

A new astronomical window has been opened with the announcements by the
LIGO-Virgo collaboration of two gravitational wave events generated by two bi-
nary black hole coalescences detected in September and December 2015. This is
the start of gravitational wave astronomy. Other types of sources are expected in
the coming years: binary coalescences including neutron stars, supernova explo-
sions, pulsars, ... Moreover, these detections can be combined with electromagnetic
observations to study complex astrophysical phenomena, for example neutron star
coalescences that are probably the progenitors of short gamma-ray bursts. Future
observation runs with the LIGO-Virgo network of detectors are very promising.

Between 2011 and 2016, the Virgo detector has been upgraded in order to im-
prove its sensibility and allow for the observation of a larger volume of the Universe
with the new detector now called Advanced Virgo. In the next few months, the next
LIGO-Virgo observation run will start before the end of 2016, and Virgo plans to
join in the first months of 2017.

A first step will be to understand and remove the sources of instrumental noise
in the detector. Light scattered by different optics is one of the noise contribu-
tors. It couples the vibrations of the scattering optic back into the measurement,
short-circuiting the mirrors seismic isolation. Depending on the environmental
conditions, this noise has been a limiting factor for all gravitational wave detec-
tors constructed to date. For this reason most auxiliary optics in Advanced Virgo
will be placed on suspended benches that hold all the photo-diodes, and the digital
acquisition and control electronics. A crucial step to mitigate scattered light is to
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control the position of these benches in order to reduce their motion with regard to
the interferometer mirrors.

Description

The internship takes place during the first Advanced Virgo observation run, the
purpose will be to characterize, understand and remove some of the instrumental
noises. In particular, to measure the scattered light on suspended benches and
model its impact on the Advanced Virgo sensitivity, and if necessary reduce its
coupling to the rest of the interferometer. This reduction will involve two aspects:
optimization of the bench position control in order for it to follow the motion of the
interferometer beam, and localizing and eliminating scattering object by placing
absorbing glass in critical locations.

This training experience on the interface between detector and analysis can
naturally lead to a PhD thesis. Depending on the preferences:

Instrument - expand to other noise sources the study of coupling to the interfer-
ometer, progressively building a global view of the instrument and of which
signals are really gravitational waves and not transient noise. These noises
may be stationary, e.g. quantum, thermal, electronic, ... with couplings that
depend on the instrument fine tuning. But some noises are transient, like
lightnings, scattered light, electronic saturations, etc. Understanding these
noises will improve the detector and the data analysis methods used for grav-
itational wave searches.

Data analysis - the LAPP team is leading the development of a low latency search
of binary coalescences with black holes and/or neutron stars. This search
can be extend to include online the information from gamma-ray satellites,
and create fast alerts for deep multi-wavelength followup observations of
gamma-ray bursts.

Possible grants

• Grant from “École Doctorale”.

• Depending on the candidate University course, it may be possible to ask for
a grant called “BDI” at CNRS.
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